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ICON MODERN 

CARE + MAINTENANCE

METALS
-

Solid Surface + 
Stone
-

Urban Wood
-

No Need To Get Crazy. Unless you have managed to make a big mess, there is no need to pull 
out the bottle of aggressive cleaner. Simply using a microfiber cloth to dust your top will be 
enough to keep it shiny new. Our finish is tough enough to withstand many years of normal 
usage.

Avoid Scratches. If you think something might scratch your table top, grab a place mat or 
coaster! Never clean your table top with abrasive pads.
So You Made A Mess. Wipe spills off immediately with a little soap & water or vinegar and dry 
immediately.

Keep Your Cool. Hot cups of coffee, crock pots and pizza boxes are like kyrptonite to hardwoods. 
Avoid placing these hot, damp items directly onto your table top. 

Annual Cleaning. Applying an all-natural orange oil to your table top with a clean dry cloth 
is the best way to conduct regular maintenance and ensure your furniture stays beautiful for 
years to come! 

Powdercoat is an incredibly high quality and durable finish which is resistant to corrosion.  That 
being said, it is not indestructible. Clean metal surfaces with a dry or damp soft cloth. Certain 
types of alcohols and harsh chemicals such as ammonia and bleach, abrasive & oil based 
cleaners, and industrial sanitizer may cause the finish to break down over a prolonged period 
should be avoided. We recommended using coasters or trivets to protect surfaces from heat 
marks and water stains. 

Dust the surface once or twice a week with a soft cloth. Wash the stone periodically with a cloth 
dampened with warm water, and, if necessary, a bit of mild dishwashing liquid. Remove the 
soap with a damp cloth and wipe dry with another clean soft cloth. Never use dusting sprays or 
abrasive cleaners on marble surfaces.


